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Purpose and 
question



My project



Solving an 
urgent 

conundrum

“It is relatively straightforward to recruit 
extremely good graduates into the public sector; 
it is extremely difficult to recruit people of such 
high quality with five years’ experience into career 
grade posts. 

Essentially in those first five years of a career 
what we do either encourages people to leave or 
knocks out every bit of innovation, imagination 
and delight out of them. Analysts are either “lost” 
or “squashed”. Like Saturn, we have a tendency to 
devour our young.”

Why is this happening? What can we do about it?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The problem of how we turn what we know into what we do is a real one, but we may be looking at it the wrong way.  The disconnect between evidence and action is often seen as a failure of delivery.  I’d want to argue it may be as much a failure of knowledge.  Actually public sectors are pretty good at doing stuff.  The trouble is that because we don’t use data in the right way to derive knowledge, we risk energetically and effectively doing the wrong things.And the cause of this is a troubled relationship with data and how we have used it which stretches back over a long period of time.



Method



Pre-requisite 
one

Having a very understanding boss…
…about 10 weeks of the year spent doing this



Pre-requisite 
two

Having a very good team…
…taking up the slack



EXTENSIVE LITERATURE 
REVIEW

LOCAL INTERVIEWS FIELD TRIPS WITH 
LEADING ORGANISATOINS



• 40 Interviews
• 50 articles, papers and book chapters
• Workshops
• Set piece meetings and presentations



Results



What we’re doing wrong, what right looks like

Why we need to change, how we need to change



The curse of Fred…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Taylorism in the public sectorTaylor – association with the assembly line Henry Ford –disaggregation and standardisation of process – increased efficiency, productivity and but alienation and dehumanisation.At the heart of this is a view that front line workers are undertaking work so mind-numbingly repetitive that they have must “have the mentality of an ox” and the system requires external “controllers” who collect and hold the data of what is really going on and use this to literally “control” the processPost world war 2 these ideas fell out of fashion (contrast to Deming and Shewhart’s development of Japanese auto industry – the only takers by the 1970s was Trabant) Yet a similar mindset achieved a remarkable resurrection in public sectors across the developed world in the 1980s onwards





The 
consequence 
of which is…

Data is a mechanism of control…

…Not a source of insight



This has been catastrophic….

LOSS OF TRUST DOESN’T WORK (AT LEAST 
NOT AS WELL AS HOPED)

OPPORTUNITY COST



Data and our capacity to exploit it



So we need to 
add a fourth 

discipline

• Measurement for insight (Data for Insight, Data 
Science, Discovery Analytics)

• Exploiting all available data (including 
unconsidered sources)

• Understanding how a system works including 
unconsidered relationships between variables

• Focused on providing new knowledge for 
problems of policy or implementation

• New techniques of analysis, programming and 
visualisation



Measurement 
for insight

• A way of defining the complexity of a system
• A way of describing relationships inside complex 

systems
• So we can predict what is likely to happen
• So we know which part of the system to 

improve
• Then we can apply other forms of measurement



Measurement 
for insight -

requires a 
mindset shift

• Openness about data a pre-requisite
• End of data as a mechanism of control
• Will not happen until we change simplistic, 

synedochic targets

• (and by the way we won’t have the time either)



Five pre-requisites

• Higher purpose
• Skills

• Roles
• Social positioning
• Influence



Outputs



Writing

• Big papers
• Blog posts



• https://www.ldc.govt.nz/assets/Drive-insight-interactive-tool-FINAL-AUG-2019.pdf

https://www.ldc.govt.nz/assets/Drive-insight-interactive-tool-FINAL-AUG-2019.pdf










Thank you

https://www.ldc.govt.nz/programmes-and-events/ldc-fellowships/

richard.hamblin@hqsc.govt.nz

https://www.ldc.govt.nz/programmes-and-events/ldc-fellowships/
mailto:richard.hamblin@hqsc.govt.nz
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